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I am Phil.  Phil Mazeikas.  And I am a meager adventurer, turning his way about this great and
miserable landscape.

I try to write.  I try to compose.  I love my cats.  I truly desire to think great things.

I have felt the desperation of total separation from the sound of the wind, the shine of the stars, and the
freedom of the day.

My mind and my brain, it seems, has something different about it.

I can look at the sky and think locusts are swarming into my eyes.

I can think beings exist in light.

And truly believe it.

Where others are happy with their jobs, their adventures, and their place in the world, I can be totally
lost.

The world turns, with its people soaring through the heights of life, while I stand watching behind the
window of an insane asylum.

I just cannot comprehend reality sometimes.

I will think sounds are numbers, and every little thing has a secret meaning.

The world has been kind to me.

I am not mocked or ridiculed for not understanding.

I live in my little world, inside my head, and try to do my best, just like everybody else.

I have schizophrenia.

I have walked to the graveyard in women's underwear, with a dagger, and slept on a grave.

I have shattered dozens of glasses on the kitchen floor and walked on them.

I have walked in the middle of the street, with my arms outstretched like Jesus Christ.



How can someone know they are thinking the truth?

The world works.

People can communicate.

The world will be working and talking about new ideas, and I will show up and say that I am being
groomed to control the world.

I will think I am being puppeteered.

I will think I am on a secret war to free the planet.

I imagine I must feel awkward to people when I am around.

Other people can be rational and live good lives.

I literally end up in the insane asylum fourteen times, and just hope my life still has meaning.

I have found immense meaning in being simple.

I like trees, I like flowers, and I like cats.

I am alive.

I can be thankful for that.

I do love people.

People are magical.

People are wonderful.

I just have a rare condition that makes me different.

I do feel like I am a part of the world.

I have a simple voice, and a simple demeanor, and I enjoy life.

During my adventure, a cop told me I was beautiful.  A doctor told me I was really smart.

I still just wonder, how can I be thinking so differently?

I was good at school growing up.

But then things got bizarre.

I started having the most intense, chaotic feeling, all day, every day.



I felt like I was being attacked at all times.

For five years, I heard voices all day, every day.

They said they were aliens, and they said they were God.

They were full of hate.

They told me about secret cities of slaves, microchipped populations, and secret groups posing as
public organizations.

I would writhe with pain and agony, and try to sleep through their hate.

One night, I drank two bottles of wine, and the voices stopped.

They stopped forever.

I do try to be productive.

I do try to add something to society.

I sit in my office, and write a lot.

I have ten books published.

I like music.

I have my headphones on all day, sometimes.

I have even tried to write a cure for schizophrenia.

I sent my medical science ideas to The Centers For Disease Control, and they said they escalated it to
their experts, forwarded it to their officials, and sent it to a program.

I have written NASA with my ideas for inventions, and they said thank you for writing, my website
design is impressive, and God Bless.

I have written The Department Of Energy with my idea for a power plant, and they said they sent it to
their research agency.

I hope someday I can cure myself.

I hope someday I can take an injection, and this can all be over.

For now, I write.

I sit, and I write.



I am Philip Mazeikas, and I am 32 years old.  You can find out more about me at my website:
philipmazeikas.com

I love you.


